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Abstract--This paper is related to the Lehmer-Schur methods in numerical mathematics in the 
complex plane. It is shown that by a slight modification of the "optimized" Lehmer-Schur method 
of Gal~ntai, the "speed" quotient 0.6094 can be reduced to 0.5758. The crucial idea is based on a 
discrete geometrical observation 
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This paper is related to the Lehmer-Schur methods in numerical mathematics in the complex 
plane. Let C and i denote the set of the complex numbers and the imaginary unit, respectively. 
For the approximate solution of the equation 
a Z n - I  z n + . - I  +. . .  +a lz  +a0 = 0 (each aj E C), 
a method based on geometric search technique was introduced by Lehmer [1]. This applies the 
famous Schur-criterion to decide whether or not there is at least one zero of a polynomial within 
a given disk in the complex plane (cf. [2-4]). In the Lehmer-Schur method, the following three 
steps are repeated iteratively: 
(1) Choose an initial disk containing at least one zero of the polynomial. Say that this is the 
current inclusion disk. 
(2) Cover the inclusion disk by a finite set of disks of smaller adii. 
(3) Choose such a disk from the covering which contains a zero of the polynomial, and for this 
smaller disk, repeat he steps (1)-(3). 
If the coverings of step (2) are similar to a fixed covering of the unit disk, the algorithm 
is convergent with linear speed. Smaller covering disks imply faster convergence. The cases 
when the covering disks in step (2) are congruent were studied by Henrici [5] and Gal£ntai [6,7]. 
Improving Henrici's result, Gal£ntai proposed a fast method when in step (2) a disk of radius R is 
covered by 5 disks of radii 0.6094R. This "optimized" result is based on the theorem of Bezdek [8] 
proving that if a disk of radius R is covered by 5 disks of radii r, then r /R  > 0.6094. The best 
covering (shown in Figure 1) was already found by Neville [9]. 
I show that by a slight modification of the "optimized" Lehmer-Schur method of Gal~tai, the 
quotient 0.6094 can be reduced to 0.5758. The crucial idea is that K is going to be just a part 
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Figure 1. Neville's covering. 
Figure 2. A new covering. 
of a disk. Namely, define KR as 
{z e c :  Izl < R} n {z e C:  0.57581z- Ril < R} 
in the complex plane. Figure 2 shows that this KR can be covered by five congruent disks of 
radii 0.5758R; moreover, KR is covered by such parts of the disks which parts are similar to KR.  
The transformations showing the similarity between KR and the disk-parts in question all are of 
the form z ~ 0.5758ekz +6 where e = (1 +i) /v /2 ,  6 e C, [6[ < 0.8 and k • {1,2,4,6,7}. This 
picture can be chosen as a pattern for a Lehmer-Schur method to yield the ratio 0.5758. 
THEOREM. Given a subset K '  C_ C similar to a set KR and a point z • K ~, for any closed disk D 
with center in K t we can ask whether or not z • D. Then by asking four such questions, one can 
find a set K"  ~ z which is congruent with 0.5758K'. 
PROOF. We construct five disks with radii 0.5758R according to Figure 2. Clearly, each disk is 
contained by 2K ~. Now asking the question "Is z • D?" for four disks D, we either find at least 
one with affirmative answer, or the fifth disk contains z. Since z • K ~, we gain a set K"  ~ z of 
the form K"  = 0.5758~kK ' + 6 where e = (1 + i ) /v/2, 6 • C, 16[ < 0.8R and k • (1,2, 4, 6, 7). | 
COROLLARY. Suppose we have a polynomial equation 
z '~ + a,~-lZ n-1 +. . .  + a lz  + a0 = 0 (each aj • C) 
and numbers z0 • C and R > 0 such that the polynomial has exactly one zero in {z • C : 
Iz - z0[ _< R} and has no zero in {z • C : R < Iz - Zo[ <_ 3R}. Then, by applying the Schur- 
criterion 4m times (rn = 1,2,. . . ) ,  we can compute an estimate zm of the unknown zero z* such 
that [zm - z*[ = O(0.5758m). 
PROOF. Apply the theorem in a sequence starting from a set K '  _D {z • C : Iz - z0] _< R} 
congruent with K1.3R. At the mth iteration, define zm as the center of the disk which contains 
the zero of the polynomial. Since Izm - Zm-l l  < 0.8mO.5758m-l l .3R (this can be seen by 
induction), all zm are in {z • C : [z - z0[ _< 2R}.  | 
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